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Abstract 
 
Objectives: To compare the reliability and convergent validity of parent assessments from the 
Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children and Adolescents (MINI-KID—a 
structured diagnostic interview) and the Ontario Child Health Study Emotional Behavioural 
Scales (OCHS-EBS) symptom checklist for classifying conduct disorder (CD), conduct disorder 
or oppositional defiant disorder (CD-ODD), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 
major depressive disorder (MDD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and separation anxiety 
disorder (SAD) based on DSM-5 criteria.  
 
Methods: Data came from 283 parent–youth dyads aged 9 to 18 years. Parents and youth 
completed the assessments separately on two different occasions 7 to 14 days apart. After 
converting the OCHS-EBS scale scores to binary disorder classifications, we compare test-retest 
reliability estimates and use structural equation modelling (SEM) to compare estimates of 
convergent validity for the same disorders assessed by each instrument.  
 
Results: Average test-retest reliabilities based on kappa were 0.71 (MINI-KID) and 0.67 (OCHS-
EBS). The average β coefficients for three latent measures comprised of the following 
indicators–(1) parent perceptions of youth mental health need and impairment; (2) diagnosis of 
specific disorders based on health professional communications and youth taking prescribed 
medication; and (3) youth classifications of disorder based on the MINI-KID–were 0.67 (MINI-
KID) and 0.69 (OCHS-EBS).  
 
Conclusion: The OCHS-EBS and MINI-KID achieve comparable levels of reliability and 
convergent validity for classifying child psychiatric disorder. The flexibility, low cost and 
minimal respondent burden of checklists for classifying disorder make them well suited for 
studying disorder in the general population and screening in clinical settings.  
 
Keywords Symptom checklist, Structured diagnostic interview, Measurement, Structural 
equation modelling, Validity, Reliability, Child psychiatric disorder 
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Introduction 
Reliable, valid and inexpensive instruments are needed to measure child and adolescent 

(youth) psychiatric disorder conceptualized as both dimensional and categorical (present or 
absent) phenomena for use in epidemiological studies in the general population and screening in 
clinical settings.1 The most common approaches used to measure youth disorders are structured 
and semi-structured standardized diagnostic interviews (SDIs) and self-completed symptom 
checklists.2,3 Interviews focus on disorder as a categorical phenomenon, drawing on symptom 
and impairment criteria specified in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM)4 to classify disorder. Checklists focus on mental problems as dimensional phenomena, 
drawing on empirical methods such as factor analysis to identify syndromes based on parent or 
youth ratings of problem behaviours.   

SDIs are expensive and time consuming to implement. For example, the Diagnostic 
Interview Schedule for Children 4th Edition takes on average 70 minutes to complete for a non-
clinic respondent (general population) and 90-120 minutes for a clinic respondent.5 To lessen the 
burden of response, most interviews use screening questions to skip respondents out of modules 
where they are likely to test negative.6 This strategy leads to information loss about psychiatric 
symptoms and an ability to construct dimensional measures of disorder applicable to all 
respondents. Checklists are brief, simple, inexpensive to implement, pose little burden to 
respondents and collect information on all symptoms. Choosing cut-points along the continuum 
of scale scores allows checklists to represent disorder categorically as well as dimensionally. 
Demonstrating comparable reliability and validity between checklists and SDIs would greatly 
expand our ability to study and screen for child psychiatric disorder in situations where SDIs 
would be too burdensome (general population studies, community child mental health centres).  

Although SDIs have become the de facto gold standard for classifying youth psychiatric 
disorder,7 there are compelling arguments for expecting checklists to classify psychiatric disorder 
as reliably and validly as SDIs.8 Admittedly, the empirical studies9-14 are dated, few in number 
and associated with some important limitations that include: (1) relatively small samples; (2) 
lack of comparative data on the test-retest reliabilities of the instruments; (3) inattention to 
prevalence effects; (4) reliance on subjective interpretation of the numerical findings in the 
absence of formal empirical tests; and (5) failure to account for measurement error in comparing 
the validity of the instruments.  

In this study, we conduct a direct comparison of the reliability and validity of the  Ontario 
Child Health Study Emotional Behavioural Scales (OCHS-EBS)15 measuring conduct disorder 
(CD), conduct disorder or oppositional-defiant disorder (CD-ODD), attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), separation anxiety disorder 
(SAD) and major depressive disorder (MDD) with the parent Mini International 
Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children and Adolescents (MINI-KID-P—a structured diagnostic 
interview). (CD and ODD are combined because the MINI-KID skips respondents over ODD 
when youth test positive for CD.)16,17 We address the limitations and extend previous studies by: 
(1) comparing the test-retest reliability of the two instruments for classifying disorder in the same 
time interval (7-14 days); (2) implementing formal empirical tests of convergent validity; (3) 
using structural equation modelling (SEM) with latent variables free of measurement error for 
the validity analysis; and (4) conducting a sensitivity analysis to determine the extent to which 
instrument differences in prevalence account for differences in convergent validity.  
 
Methods 
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Participants 
Two hundred and eighty-three parent–youth dyads aged 9 to 18 years (185 from the 

general population and 98 from a mental-health outpatient clinic) participated. One parent 
participant, in addition to 5 parent-youth dyad participants (2.1%), did not complete the retest 
interview and were removed from the reliability analysis.  
 
GENERAL POPULATION PARTICIPANTS  

Youth in the general population were sampled from 4 elementary schools (grades 5-8) 
and 4 high schools (grades 9-12), enlisted by school board representatives. Students took home a 
study letter, a consent form to be completed by parents and a 7-item screening questionnaire to 
be completed by parents of elementary students or students themselves, if attending high school 
(N=4,333). Students who returned signed parental consent agreeing to be contacted about the 
study and completing the screening questionnaire (n=1,210) formed the eligible sample (27.9% 
response). The questionnaire had seven items that included assessments of student’s emotional, 
social and academic functioning. The items, identical for parents and youth, were scored from 
positive to negative and summed to produce a distribution of risk. Based on parent assessments 
(elementary school) or youth assessments (secondary school), youth were classified at high risk 
(top 10%), medium risk (11-30%) or low risk (bottom 70%), sampled in equal numbers from 
each risk group and invited to participate. Youth classified at high and medium risk were 
oversampled to increase the number of participants likely to have disorder. Across the strata, 346 
were sampled and 185 participated—34.1% at low risk, 30.8% at medium risk, and 35.1% at 
high risk. Sampling weights were created based on the probability of youth being selected and 
participating within each stratum.  
 
MENTAL HEALTH OUTPATIENT CLINIC PARTICIPANTS 

Eligible were families who provided informed consent; had youth aged 10 to 17 at no 
immediate risk of self-harm or harm to others and exhibited no apparent developmental or 
learning problem such as autism or a learning disability. One university and one community-
based children’s mental health centre contributed data to the clinic sample. In the university-
based centre, 243 families seen at intake during the study period were deemed eligible. The 
research team contacted 129 of these families (53.1%) and 54 participated (22.2%). In the 
community-based centre, 158 families seen at intake during the study period were deemed 
eligible. The research team contacted all of these families and 45 participated (28.5%). 

Families were interviewed 7-14 days apart between December 2011 and December 2013. 
All study procedures, including consent and confidentiality requirements, were approved by the 
Hamilton Integrated Research Ethics Board at McMaster University, the Research Ethics 
Committees at the School Boards and the clinics involved in the study.  
Concepts and Measures 
 
MEASURES OF PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER 
MINI-KID-P. The MINI-KID-P for parents and MINI-KID-Y for youth are SDIs that assess 
DSM-IV-TR disorders in youth aged 6 to 17 years.17 Validated against the Schedule for 
Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Aged Children-Present and Lifetime Version, 
the MINI-KID has a 1-to 5-day test-retest reliability based on kappa (>0.75) for all diagnoses 
identified in combined interviews with parents and youth.17 In our study, the interviews were 
administered separately: the MINI-KID-Y to youth; and the MINI-KID-P to parents.15  
OCHS-EBS. The scales used in this study were developed for the 2014 Ontario Child Health 
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Study to provide both dimensional and categorical representations of child psychiatric disorder.15 
They draw on items used in our previous studies18,19 as well as new items judged by clinicians 
and researchers to approximate DSM-5 criteria. The reference period for assessing items is the 
past 6 months, and each one is scored 0, 1, or 2, indicating responses of "never or not true," 
"sometimes or somewhat true," and "often or very true," respectively. The raw scores are 
summed to form a scale score to measure each disorder. The OCHS-EBS takes about 8-10 
minutes for a parent to complete.  
 
CONVERGENT VALIDITY INDICATORS 

Convergent validity is an approach to testing the validity of a measure by quantifying its 
strength of association with measures of similar constructs hypothesized to be linked 
theoretically. In this study, we compare the strength of association between the classifications of 
disorder based on the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS with three highly related constructs measured 
as latent variables. Variable one is parental perceptions of their youth’s need for professional 
help with emotional or behavioural problems, in conjunction with impaired social or academic 
functioning—a general trait assessed in the last 6 months and hypothesized to underlie all types 
of psychiatric disorder.20 Variable two includes specific types of emotional-behavioural 
problems ever diagnosed by health care professionals or school personnel and communicated to 
parents, in conjunction with parental reports of their youth currently taking prescribed 
medication for the same problem. Variable three is youth classifications of the same disorders 
identified independently by the MINI-KID-Y.  
 
Mental Health Need/Impairment: Parent Ratings. 
Need for Help: A binary indicator coded positive (1) when respondents checked yes to two 
questions, “During the last 6 months, do you think that ___ has had any emotional or behavioural 
problems? Do you think that ___ needs or needed professional help with these problems?”   
Impaired Social Functioning: A summated rating scale of items scored from (1) very well, no 
problems, to (5) not well at all, constant problems, in response to the stem question: “During the 
past 6 months, how well has ___ gotten along with...” asking about (a) other kids such as friends 
or classmates; (b) teachers at school; and (c) the family. 
Impaired Academic Functioning: A single item scored from (1) excellent student to (5) poor 
student, constant problems in response to the question, “Which of the statements best describes 
how well ___ has done overall in subjects at school during the past 6 months?”   
 
Health Care Diagnosed Problems and Use of Prescription Medication: Parent Report.    
Specific Diagnoses of Emotional-behavioural Problems Lifetime: Binary classifications derived 
from positive responses to the following question, “Have you ever been told by a teacher, school 
official, doctor, nurse or other health professional that ___ has: a) anxiety; b) depression; c) 
attention problems; d) behavioural problems?”   
Use of Prescription Medications Currently: Binary classifications derived from positive 
responses to a stem question and follow-up questions: “Is ___ currently taking any prescribed 
medication?” and “What does ___ take this medication for: Hyperactivity? Behavioural 
problem? Depression? Anxiety?” 
 
Youth (Cross-informant) Classifications of the same Disorders based on the MINI-KID-Y.  
Please see MINI-KID-P above. 
Analyses 
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CONVERTING OCHS-EBS SCALE SCORES TO BINARY CLASSIFICATIONS OF DISORDER 

Scale scores on the OCHS-EBS were converted to binary measures of disorder 
independently of the MINI-KID-P at the thresholds matching the general population prevalence 
estimates for CD (2.1%); ODD (3.6%); ADHD (3.4%) and MDD (1.3%) identified among youth 
in a recent worldwide meta-analysis of prevalence studies.21 Prevalence estimates for GAD 
(1.8%) and SAD (1.9%) were taken from a different review.22 Each scale score was converted to 
a binary measure at the threshold closest to the prevalence of its corresponding disorder 
identified above. These threshold scores were determined in the weighted general population 
sample (see General Population Participants) and applied to all respondents.  
 
PREVALENCE, TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY AND CROSS-INSTRUMENT AGREEMENT 

The six-month prevalence of disorders assessed by the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS is 
expressed as a percent. Test-retest reliability over a 1-to 2-week period and cross-instrument 
agreement are estimated by kappa.23 Our sample size for reliability is 277 parent–youth dyads 
because 6 did not complete the retest. With a type I error (alpha) set at 0.05 (2-tailed), the 
statistical power (1-beta) available in the study to identify a difference in kappa between the 
MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS of |0.20| goes from about 35% to 95%. This variability in power 
depends on the test-positive rate (prevalence) expected to go from 0.04 to 0.26.  
 
CONVERGENT VALIDITY 

We used SEM to test for differences in convergent validity between the MINI-KID-P and 
OCHS-EBS classifications of disorder. SEM is a multivariate statistical technique with a 
measurement component—derivation of latent variable measures based on indicator variables—
and a structural component—the specification of relationships among the latent variable 
measures. To remove temporal error, we construct latent variable measures of each disorder 
(dependent variables) for each instrument based on their assessments at each time point. We also 
construct latent variable measures of our convergent validity variables (independent variables). 
For 2 of the variables—youth mental health need/impairment and health care diagnosed 
problems and use of prescription medication—the latent variable measures are based on their 
time 1 indicators because these questions were not repeated at time 2. For classifications of the 
same disorders based on the MINI-KID-Y, we create latent variable measures of disorder based 
on their assessments at each time point as we did with the MINI-KID-P.  

To compare the convergent validity of the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS classifications of 
disorder, we specify separate regression models for each disorder and test for differences in the 
magnitude (β coefficients) and strength (explained variance) of association linking the MINI-
KID-P and OCHS-EBS to each of the construct validity variables. Each model consists of three 
latent variable measures: one each for the two instruments (dependent variables), and one for the 
convergent validity variable (independent variable). Figure 1 illustrates the regression of the 
MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS classifications of ADHD on MINI-KID-Y classifications of ADHD.  

We used MPlus 7.424 to develop separate SEMs for each disorder. MPlus offers a 
generalized measurement component which allows for dichotomous and ordered categorical 
variables (indicators) in the derivation of latent variable measures.25 Adequate model fit was 
defined as values ≥0.98 for the comparative fit index (CFI, range 0 to 1.0); ≤0.05 for the root-
mean-squared error of approximation (RMSEA); and a non-significant chi-square for model fit. 
The Wald statistic follows the Student’s t distribution.26 Using maximum likelihood to handle 
missing retest information, our sample size for validity is 283. With type I error (alpha) set at 
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0.05 (2-tailed), power depends on the effect size (difference between βMINI-KID-P and βOCHS-EBS) 
and the standard deviation of the regression errors. In our study, these errors varied at the 
extremes between 0.38 and 0.95 (standardized) so that effect size differences that go from about 
0.07 to 0.24 can be reliably identified with 80% power. 

Finally, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine if statistically significant 
differences in convergent validity between the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS were influenced by 
our approach to setting thresholds for classification. To do this, we re-ran the original SEM 
analysis after re-setting the OCHS-EBS thresholds for classifying disorder to align with the 
prevalence estimates observed for the MINI-KID-P in our general population sample.  
 
Results 

The sample characteristics and distribution of the construct validity indicators appear in 
Table 1. There are fewer males (43.5%) than females. The average age of youth is 14.8 (SD=2.3) 
years.  
 In Table 2, the weighted prevalence of disorders identified by the OCHS-EBS 
approximate the population estimates on which they are based and are similar to the MINI-KID-P 
except for MDD where the prevalence is 6.9 versus 2.0% for the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS, 
respectively. The unweighted prevalence estimates for the general population and clinic samples 
combined are higher for CD and ADHD based on the OCHS-EBS and for CD-ODD, GAD and 
MDD based on the MINI-KID-P. 
 Differences between instruments in the test-retest reliability based on kappa are ≤|0.10| 
for all of the disorders except for GAD (0.19 higher in the MINI-KID-P) and SAD (0.12 higher 
in the OCHS-EBS) – and none of the differences are statistically significant. Based on kappa, 
agreement between instruments on the classifications of disorder goes from 0.38 (MDD, SAD) to 
0.59 (CD-ODD).  

Table 3 shows the SEM results used to test equivalence in the convergent validity of the 
instruments based on the construct validity variables. Each line represents a separate SEM and 
all models provide excellent fit based on the CFI (all ≥0.98) and RMSEA (all ≤0.05) (not 
shown). All estimates based on the model fit χ2 are non-significant at P>0.05. 

Among the 18 SEMs in Table 3, the β coefficients are numerically larger for the MINI-
KID-P in 7 comparisons, for the OCHS-EBS in 10 comparisons, and identical in one comparison. 
The average size of the β coefficients for the interview and checklist are: 0.67 and 0.69, 
respectively. The Wald tests of parameter constraints with one degree of freedom indicate that 
constraining the unstandardized b coefficients or residual variances to be equal led to statistically 
significant loss of fit (χ2 ≥3.86, P<0.05) in 5 comparisons and marginally significant loss of fit 
(P≥0.05, <0.10) in 4 comparisons. Although there is no obvious pattern of between-instrument 
differences, it appears that the MINI-KID-P is stronger in measuring GAD while the OCHS-EBS 
may be stronger in measuring CD.  

Table 4 shows the effect of re-setting the checklist thresholds to align with the prevalence 
of disorder observed for the MINI-KID-P. This analysis is restricted to the 8 disorders associated 
with significant loss of fit. In comparison with the βOCHS-EBS in Table 3, the βOCHS-EBS in Table 4 
converges towards βMINI-KID-P in all instances. With two exceptions—CD-ODD (diagnostic 
groupings) and CD (youth identified psychiatric disorder)—all of the effects in Table 3 were 
rendered statistically non-significant.  
 
Discussion 
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This study indicates that a self-administered problem checklist can achieve the same 
levels of reliability and convergent validity for classifying youth psychiatric disorder as a 
structured SDI. These findings are consistent with the small number of investigations done in the 
1990s that examined the construct validity of interviews and checklists for classifying child 
psychiatric disorder.9-14   

There are important challenges associated with comparing the psychometric properties of 
SDIs and checklists. The first challenge arises from limits to our understanding about the nature 
of child psychopathology. In the absence of criterion measures, we rely on construct validity 
indicators to assess the comparative validity and usefulness of these instruments. These 
indicators should be theoretically important, empirically supported (reliable and valid), and 
‘independent’ of the specific questions/items and methods making up the competing instruments. 
Although our third approach to convergent validity—use of using cross-informant classifications 
of disorder based solely on the MINI-KID-Y—violates one of these dictums, we believe that the 
absence of between-instrument differences in their strength of association with MINI-KID-Y 
classifications of disorder is strong evidence of their equivalence.  

The second challenge arises from selecting checklist thresholds for identifying disorders. 
To assure independence of the MINI-KID-P, we aligned our checklist thresholds with population 
prevalence estimates from a meta-analysis. The few convergent validity advantages of either 
instrument can be traced to differences in prevalence which, in turn, can be traced to differences 
in reliability, particularly at the extremes of prevalence.27 A recent study of three SDIs yielded 
prevalence estimates of 1+ disorders in the same respondents of 47.1%, 32.4% and 17.7%28 
illustrating that the challenge of selecting thresholds is not unique to checklists.  
 The third challenge focuses on a trio of methodological concerns arising from sampling 
and response, statistical power and measurement error. One, comparative studies should be done 
separately in clinical and general population samples—a requirement far beyond our funding 
capacity. Our sampling strategy reflected a desire to represent the general population while 
ensuring that there would be enough youth classified with disorder to conduct meaningful 
convergent validity analyses. Without access to information on non-respondents, we cannot 
evaluate the representativeness of our samples. If there are selection factors at work in our study, 
they would need to exert a differential effect on reliability and validity across instruments which 
seems unlikely to us. Two, large samples are needed to have adequate statistical power for 
comparing the psychometric properties of different instruments measuring the same traits.29 
Although our sample is large compared with other studies, it is still limited. Furthermore, power 
in a given study will vary across disorders because of differences in their prevalence. Three, 
uncontrolled measurement error is a serious threat when comparing the validity of measurement 
instruments. The use of SEM to remove measurement error in the classification of disorder and 
measurement of convergent validity variables substantially enhanced our ability to conduct 
meaningful tests. However, the use of SEM did not fully overcome the effects of prevalence 
differences on associations between the convergent validity variables and disorders. Not taking 
prevalence differences into account could lead one to believe mistakenly that the validity and 
usefulness of alternative instruments for classification might depend on the type of disorder 
being assessed.   
 
Checklists versus Interviews  

In this paper, we focus exclusively on the measurement objective of classifying disorder 
for epidemiological studies in the general population and screening in clinical settings in a head-
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to-head comparison with structured SDI. In clinical settings, semi-structured SDIs serve the 
broader diagnostic objectives of engaging patients and formulating an intervention plan. This 
process depends on years of clinical training and experience. Although checklists can contribute 
to this process through screening, they cannot substitute for it.  

Over the past 30 years, substantial resources have gone into the development of 
structured SDIs, resulting in a belief of their superiority. At the same time, there is a willingness 
to overlook differences among them in prevalence arising from the same diagnostic criteria28 and 
the fact that the overall test-retest reliability of SDIs is modest at best (ҡ=0.58 (CI 95% 0.53-
0.63)) and highly variable across studies.30 Given the striking differences in cost and burden 
between structured SDIs and checklists, it is surprising how little research has been directed 
towards examining their relative scientific merits. In our view, carefully developed symptom 
checklists can substitute for structured SDIs and provide an effective way to measure child and 
youth psychiatric disorder as both categorical and dimensional phenomena. Studies addressing 
this question are urgently needed to provide researchers and clinicians with an appropriate 
evidence base for making cost-effective decisions about using checklists or SDIs for classifying 
youth disorder in epidemiological studies and for screening in clinical practice.  
 
Data Access. Data access available upon request, with appropriate ethics approval. 
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Table 1. Sample characteristics and convergent validity variables (n=283)  
 
Sample Characteristics % Mean (SD) 
   Youth   
       Male 43.5  
       Mean age, years   14.8 (2.3) 
       Born > Canada   8.5  
 Parent   
       Birth mother 83.0  
       Mean age, years   44.7 (6.8) 
       Born > Canada 19.1  
       ≤Secondary education 25.8  
 Family   
       Lone parent 29.3  
       Mean income $’000s   72.9 (39.6) 
   
Convergent Validity Indicators   
   Mental Health Need/Impairment   
      Need for Help 42.4  
      Mean impaired academic functioning   2.37 (1.08) 
      Mean impaired social functioning   6.32 (2.40) 
   
  Diagnostic groupings    
     Specific mental health problems   
           a) Behaviour 25.8  
           b) Attention 36.7  
           c) Depression 21.2  
           d) Anxiety 36.4  
     Prescribed medication    
          a) Behaviour   8.5  
          b) Hyperactivity 12.4  
          c) Depression   9.5  
          d) Anxiety 13.8  
   
  Youth Psychiatric Disorder MINI-KID   
         CD   2.5  
         CD-ODD 11.7  
         ADHD   4.2  
         MDD 15.9  
         GAD 12.4  
         SAD   3.2  

Note: ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CD: conduct disorder; CD-ODD: conduct 
disorder or oppositional defiant disorder; GAD: generalized anxiety disorder; MDD: major 
depressive disorder; MINI-KID: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children and 
Adolescents; SAD: separation anxiety disorder. 
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Table 2.  Six-month prevalence and 1-2 week test-retest reliability of DSM-IV disorders based 
on parent assessments obtained by MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS 
 
 Weighted Prevalencea

(n=185) 
Unweighted 

Prevalence (n=283)  
Test-retest Reliability 

(n=277) 
κ (SE) 

MINI-KID-P 
OCHS-EBS 
Agreement 

         (SE)       
      (n=283) 

    Disorder MINI-
KID-P 

OCHS-
EBS 

MINI-
KID-P 

OCHS-
EBS 

MINI-
KID-P

OCHS-
EBS 

   CD 0.7 1.7 6.4 13.1 .67 (.10) .65 (.08) .46 (.09) 
   CD-ODD 3.6 4.1 26.5 18.4 .77 (.04) .73 (.06) .59 (.06) 
   ADHD 2.7 2.4 9.5 18.4 .77 (.07) .71 (.06) .49 (.07) 
   GAD 3.1 2.1 19.8 9.5 .75 (.05) .56 (.09) .46 (.07) 
   MDD 6.9 2.0 20.1 7.1 .67 (.06) .62 (.09) .38 (.07) 
   SAD 1.3 2.7 4.6 12.4 .60 (.12) .72 (.07) .38 (.09) 

a Based on general population sample responses weighted inversely to their probability of being 
selected. All other estimates based on combined, unweighted general and clinic population 
sample response.    
Note: ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CD: conduct disorder; CD-ODD: conduct 
disorder or oppositional defiant disorder; GAD: generalized anxiety disorder; MDD: major 
depressive disorder; MINI-KID-P: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children 
and Adolescents Parent Version; OCHS-EBS: Ontario Child Health Study Emotional 
Behavioural Scales; SAD: separation anxiety disorder. 
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Table 3. SEM regressions of parent latent variable measures of disorder (MINI-KID-P and 
OCHS-EBS) on latent factor predictors  
 
 β coefficient (se) Model fit χ2

(df) 
P-value 

Wald χ2  (P-value) 
 βMINI-KID-P βOCHS-EBS b Residual 
Covariate      
   Disorder      
Mental Health  
Need/Impairment 

     

    CD .73 (.08) .85 (.05) 16.03 (11) .14 3.69 (.06)* 1.66 (.20) 
    CD-ODD .93 (.03) .92 (.04) 12.99 (11) .29 0.16 (.69) 0.15 (.70) 
    ADHD .76 (.07) .90 (.05) 12.39 (11) .34 1.77 (.18) 4.32 (.04)† 
    MDD .82 (.05) .79 (.09) 17.68 (11) .09 0.03 (.86) 0.18 (.67) 
    GAD .79 (.05) .65 (.08) 18.87 (11) .06 5.84 (.02)† 1.01 (.32) 
    SAD .60 (.10) .55 (.08) 15.81 (11) .15 0.42 (.52) 0.01 (.93) 
Diagnostic Groupings        
    CD .63 (.11) .65 (.10)    4.11 (6) .66 0.07 (.80) 0.00 (.95) 
    CD-ODD .81 (.06) .70 (.07)    4.62 (6) .59 1.57 (.21) 2.78 (.09)* 
    ADHD .87 (.06) .88 (.05)    2.41 (6) .88 0.33 (.56) 0.21 (.65) 
    MDD .77 (.06) .82 (.07)    6.46 (7) .49 0.65 (.42) 0.19 (.67) 
    GAD .76 (.06) .76 (.08)    5.59 (8) .69 0.03 (.87) 0.02 (.90) 
    SAD .45 (.13) .51 (.09)  12.27 (8) .72 0.22 (.64) 0.13 (.72) 
Youth Identified 
Psychiatric Disorder   

     

     CD .41 (.08) .74 (.07)  2.53 (7) .92 8.06 (.01)† 4.33 (.04)† 
     CD-ODD .57 (.09) .70 (.08)  2.68 (6) .85 2.88 (.09)* 1.40 (.24) 
     ADHD .54 (.14) .65 (.12)  3.99 (6) .68 0.42 (.52) 2.08 (.15) 
     MDD .61 (.08) .66 (.08)  4.80 (6) .57 0.47 (.49) 0.14 (.71) 
     GAD .58 (.09) .41 (.12)  7.32 (6) .29 3.73 (.05)* 0.14 (.70) 
     SAD .38 (.16) .16 (.14)  9.03 (8) .34 5.65 (.02)† 0.03 (.87) 

Wald χ2 (1df): estimated loss of fit associated with constraining the unstandardized b coefficients 
and residual variance to be equal for the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS. †P<0.05; *P≥0.05, ≤0.10 
Note: ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CD: conduct disorder; CD-ODD: conduct 
disorder or oppositional defiant disorder; GAD: generalized anxiety disorder; MDD: major 
depressive disorder; MINI-KID-P: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children 
and Adolescents Parent Version; OCHS-EBS: Ontario Child Health Study Emotional 
Behavioural Scales; SAD: separation anxiety disorder. 
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Table 4. SEM regressions of parent latent variable measures of disorder (MINI-KID-P and 
OCHS-EBS) on latent factor predictors after aligning the OCHS-EBS thresholds for classifying 
disorder with the MINI-KID-P.  
 β coefficient (se) Model fit χ2

(df) 
P-value 

Wald χ2  (P-value) 
 βMINI-KID-P βOCHS-EBS b Residual 
Covariate      
   Disorder      
Mental Health  
Need/Impairment 

     

    CD .73 (.08) .83 (.08) 13.32 (11) .14 0.80 (.37) 1.32 (.25) 
    ADHD .76 (.07) .83 (.08) 13.02 (11) .29 0.15 (.69) 0.79 (.38) 
    GAD .79 (.05) .78 (.06) 10.17 (11) .52 1.52 (.22) 0.17 (.68) 
Diagnostic Groupings        
    CD-ODD .81 (.06) .71 (.07)   2.72 (6) .84 1.03 (.31) 4.24 (.04)† 
Youth Identified 
Psychiatric Disorder   

     

     CD .37 (.12) .72 (.10)   4.66 (7) .70 4.67 (.03)† 3.23 (.07)* 
     CD-ODD .57 (.09) .65 (.08) 11.85 (7) .11 0.96 (.33) 0.64 (.42) 
     GAD .58 (.09) .56 (.10)   1.55 (6) .96 0.57 (.45) 0.51 (.48) 
     SAD .38 (.16) .21 (.18)   8.12 (8) .42 1.73 (.19) 0.26 (.61) 

Wald χ2 (1df): estimated loss of fit associated with constraining the unstandardized b coefficients 
and residual variances to be equal for the MINI-KID-P and OCHS-EBS. †P<0.05; *P≥0.05, 
≤0.10 
Note: ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CD: conduct disorder; CD-ODD: conduct 
disorder or oppositional defiant disorder; GAD: generalized anxiety disorder; MDD: major 
depressive disorder; MINI-KID-P: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children 
and Adolescents Parent Version; OCHS-EBS: Ontario Child Health Study Emotional 
Behavioural Scales; SAD: separation anxiety disorder.
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Figure 1. Structural equation model (SEM) comparing the strength of association of youth 
identified ADHD based on the MINI-KID (left side) with parent identified ADHD based on the 
MINI-KID-P and the OCHS-EBS (right side). Statistical comparison of this association is based 
on the unstandardized b coefficients (bMINI-KID-P versus bOCHS-EBS) and differences in residual 
variance (VarMINI-KID-P versus VarOCHS-EBS) – the bolded arrows. The double-headed arrow 
represents the covariance between the parent MINI-KID-P ADHD and parent OCHS-EBS 
ADHD.  The other arrows represent the unique/error variance associated with the indicator 
variables.   

Note: ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; MINI-KID-P: Mini International 
Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children and Adolescents Parent Version; MINI-KID-Y: Mini 
International Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children and Adolescents Youth Version; OCHS-
EBS: Ontario Child Health Study Emotional Behavioural Scales 


